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Problem Set 4: Neural Networks

Posted: Thursday, September 28, 2017 Due: Thursday 23:59, October 5, 2017

Please submit a report named 〈your kerberos〉.pdf.

Late Submission Policy: We do not accept late submissions. The submission dead-
line has a 50-minute soft cut-off; after midnight Thursday, submissions are penalized 2% per
minute late.

Collaborators: You are free to discuss problems with other students but all writing
must be done individually. Please list all collaborators at the top of your report.

Readings: Lecture slides 6 & 7 and Pg. 200-220 (Section 6.5) from the Deep Learn-
ing Book, freely available at http://www.deeplearningbook.org/contents/mlp.html.

Problem 1 Convolution Layers

Convolution layer is the most popular module in computer vision tasks. In this question, you
will derive the equations for its forward and backward propagations.

(a) Consider your input xin and output xout are both 1-D signals with the same dimension
N , and your kernel W has size k. Find the equation for forward propagation.

(b) Consider the back propagation process, with learning rate η, and the gradients from the
last layer is ∂C

∂xout
. Find the gradients of the input ∂C

∂xin
, and the update rule for the kernel

weights W i+1.

(c) Discuss how you handle the boundaries and explain your choice.

Problem 2 Pooling Layers (6.869 required; optional for 6.819)

Pooling layer is a popular layer without trainable parameters. In this question, the pooling
is a max pooling operator with stride 1.

(a) Consider your input xin and output xout are 1-D signals with the different size. Please
find the equations or pseudo code for its forward and backward propagations.

(b) Discuss how you handle the boundaries and explain your choice.
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Problem 3 Research Problem (Open question, optional for everyone)

Here is an interesting practical problem. We do not have standard answers for it, but we
encourage you to think and try.

Can you train a system to recover the text in the document? Propose your methods.

Hint 1: This problem is similar to image deblurring/superresolution; you could build a neural
network that learns to recover the high-resolution document from this blurry image. For
training, you can use the parts of the document for which the content is known (it is a
standardized form, see image below. Original images are attached in the Pset folder).

Hint 2: You might want to warp the photograph of the document first so that it appears
rectangular and parallel to the camera plane, with the same aspect ratio as the original
document.
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(a) Please provide your proposed processing pipeline for this challenging task, and give ex-
planations for every step.

(b) Try your best to recover the text in the image, and show your result. It does not matter
if it does not look good.
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